I. INTRODUCTION
T WO STAGE open queuing systems are used to model computer and communication configurations in which the jobs receive service in series. The analysis of these systems has been of interest for communication and network engineers for many years to model the interaction between two systems, such as processor-I/O devices, mass storage devices, and ConcentratorProcessor combinations. However the main areas of interest are computer networks and communications.
One example for the use of two stage queuing systems is optimization of scheduling algorithms for load balanced switches [1] . With the recent developments in the field of wireless systems, many researchers are interested in performance modeling of wireless communication systems. One example for such studies is [2] where two dimensional continuous time Markov chains are employed for multi-rate schemes. The importance of analytical models is emphasized in [3] as well for wireless fading channels. Two dimensional Markov chain analysis is performed for Markov channels. A generalized Pollaczek-Kinchin formula is derived instead of employing matrix-geometric method for steady state solution. In [4] a two stage open queuing system is employed to model cellular network-wireless local area network interaction for new vertical hand-off schemes. In these studies, the interaction between two systems is not considered in presence of failures for both stages since the existing solution approaches present significant limitations. However networks in general, and the communication systems in particular experience a number of challenges to their operation including failures of switching nodes and/or communication links, or any sort of critical function units. Therefore it is imperative to have a framework and methodology to study the performance in presence of failures. One typical scenario where interaction of two systems should be considered with failures is hand-off between heterogeneous wireless cellular systems in presence of channel failures [3] , as well as hardware/software related problems [5] . Performability modeling is a critical issue to be considered for fault tolerant systems and defined as the correct methodology to analyze the performance degradations caused by failures. In other words, the changes in a system's ability to serve incoming requests should be taken into account. The importance of performability evaluation is emphasized in [5] and [6] . A set theoretic method is proposed in [6] and two dimensional Markov chains are proposed to model stand alone wireless communication systems in [5] . According to Burke's theorem, in an M/M/m or M/M/∞ system with Poisson arrival rate λ, the departure instants of the customers constitute a Poisson process with intensity λ, and it is possible to have a product form expression for the joint state probability of the system formed by two queues in case they are both infinite [7] . However for tandem systems with finite queuing capacities and feedback, the irregularities introduced makes it difficult to have product form solutions. Therefore two state variables are introduced in order to change the transition rates according to the status of both of the queues in studies such as [8] , [9] . When two dimensional processes are used to model a system with two state variables, spectral expansion and matrix-geometric methods provide efficient and accurate computations [8] , [9] . Let the state variables on horizontal and vertical dimensions of a lattice be I(t) and J(t) respectively. I(t) specifies the size of the matrix R for matrix-geometric solution method and number of eigenvalues, eigenvectors involved in spectral expansion method where J(t) specifies the number of sub-matrices in matrix-geometric approach and number of balance equations involved in spectral expansion. The limitations introduced by I(t) are more significant since it may cause ill-conditioned matrices [9] . These limitations are more evident when both of the state variables are used to represent the number of jobs in two different systems. Dominant eigenvalues method is employed in [9] in order to avoid the ill-conditioned matrices. Although this approach works well for loaded systems, for lower arrival rates the accuracy of the approach is not in desirable levels. Solution approaches are presented in [10] and [11] , to avoid ill-conditioned matrices, however in these studies only the second stage is fault tolerant and the first stage is assumed to be reliable. In this study the operative states of both stages are considered together with the number of jobs at each stage. It is possible to represent the number of jobs together with operative states using I(t), and to solve the system using matrix-geometric or spectral expansion methods, however this would severely limit the capacity and the number of servers that can be considered since the size of I(t) would become the number of operative states times the queuing capacity.
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II. TWO STAGE OPEN QUEUING SYSTEM
The queuing capacities of the two stage open queuing system considered are denoted as K 1 and K 2 for stages one and two respectively. L 1 and L 2 represent the maximum capacities which include the number of servers in each state and the queuing capacities. S 1 and S 2 are the numbers of servers in each stage, therefore
and σ 2 represent the Poisson arrivals to stages one and two. Servers at both stages are homogeneous where service times are exponentially distributed with rates μ 1 and μ 2 . Operative periods are exponentially distributed with failure rates ξ 1 and ξ 2 for the servers in stage one and two respectively. Following a failure, the failed server is repaired with mean repair rates η 1 and η 2 . The fraction of jobs leaving the systems is quite important especially for the analysis of interaction between two stages. θ 1 is used to represent the fraction of jobs leaving the system after receiving service from stage one, and θ 2 is used to represent the feedback from stage two to stage one. Fig. 1 shows the queuing system under study.
III. MODELING AND SOLUTION APPROACH
Let us consider a two dimensional Markov process for the operative states of the overall system on a finite lattice strip. Let's define this Markov process for the availability model as X A = {I(t), J(t); t ≥ 0}. The state space of this process is ({0, 1, . . . , S 2 } × {0, 1, . . . , S 1 }) . The steady state probabilities of this Markov process can be defined as P s 2 ,s 1 where s 2 , and s 1 represent the numbers of available servers for stages two and one respectively. The possible transitions in X A are defined in terms of ξ 1 , ξ 2 , η 1 , η 2 and are shown in Fig. 2 . Single repair facility is assumed for each stage, however it is possible to modify X A for various repair policies.
Using the spectral expansion method, the sizes of transition matrices employed for steady state solution of X A are (S 2 + 1) × (S 2 + 1). The process X A evolves with the following instantaneous transitions:
A j : Purely lateral transition rates, caused by a change in operative states of stage two, B j : One-step upward transition rates, caused by a repair in stage one, C j : One-step downward transition rates, caused by failure of one of the servers at stage one. The transition matrices A, B, and C for X A are
The performance model used for composite performability measures is similar to X A and the two dimensional processes presented in [8] - [11] . However, in this study both of the stages considered are fault tolerant and the performance model provides performance measures for each state in X A (Fig. 2) . Therefore the sizes of the two dimensional processes where the numbers of jobs in each stage are presented using two state variables change depending on the numbers of available servers. Let's define the two dimensional Markov processes for performance model as X s 2 ,s 1 where s 2 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S 2 , and s 1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S 1 . The state spaces of these processes are
The steady state probabilities of each X s 2 ,s 1 can be defined as P i,j where i, and j represent the number of jobs at stages two and one respectively when there are s 1 and s 2 numbers of servers at first and second stages. The possible transitions in two-dimensional processes X s 2 ,s 1 are defined in terms of σ 1 , σ 2 , μ 1 , μ 2 , θ 1 , θ 2 , s 1 , and s 2 and are shown in Fig. 3 . Each two dimensional Markov process X s 2 ,s 1 evolves with instantaneous transition matrices of size (K 2 + s 2 + 1) × (K 2 + s 2 + 1). A j is the matrix for purely lateral transition rates, caused by job arrivals or departures at stage two. B j is for one-step upward transition rates, caused by a job arrival at the first stage, and C j is for one-step downward transition rates, caused by the departure of a serviced job from the first stage. The transition matrices A j , B j , and C j for each X s 2 ,s 1 are
Please note that min(i, s 2 )μ 2 (1 − θ 2 ) represents the departure rate of served jobs from the second stage, where min(i, s 2 ) specifies the minimum value of the number of servers available in stage two and number of jobs in the second stage. The transition rate matrices do not depend on j for j ≥ M , where M is an integer threshold value [8] . For X A , M = S 1 , since the downward transitions are always dependent on the number of servers at stage one. For X s 2 ,s 1 , M = s 1 , since the downward transitions do not change if the number of jobs in the system is greater than the number of operative servers. Therefore, the transition matrix C is same as C j where j = s 1 .
The solution approach considered in this study uses spectral expansion method to find the state probabilities of each operative state presented in X A . Once the state probabilities are known for each operative state of the servers, a performance measures of interest is computed by using spectral expansion method on X s 2 ,s 1 .
Let us define the state numbers of X A and each X s 2 ,s 1 from zero to H 2 and to H 1 in horizontal and vertical dimensions (I(t), J(t)) respectively. In spectral expansion method, the state probabilities in a row can be defined as
Certain diagonal matrices are defined for A, B, and C, [8] , and the balance equations are given as
Using normalization equation and characteristic matrix polynomials, the steady state probabilities are expressed as
For Markov processes considered, λ l and β l are H 2 + 1 eigenvalues, each that are strictly inside the unit circle, and a l , b l are arbitrary constants which can be scalar or complex-conjugate where 0 ≤ l ≤ H 2 . The details of spectral expansion method for finite capacity queues can be found in [8] . The state probabilities obtained from X s 2 ,s 1 can be used to calculate various performance measures such as mean queue length (MQL). The computed performance measures are then used as the reward rates [5] , together with the state probabilities obtained from availability model (X A ).
Once we have the state probabilities from X A and a reward rate for each state of X A from the corresponding X s 2 ,s 1 , it is possible to compute the composite performability measures for two stage open queuing networks with multiple servers subject to failures at both stages. Let's define the reward rate, E(j) computed for lattice X s 2 ,s 1 as E(j) s 2 ,s 1 . Using the computed reward rates together with the probabilities obtained from X A , the E(j) of the overall system can be calculated as
The methods proposed in [9] - [11] also compute composite performability measures with some approximations. However these approaches are not able to consider fault tolerant systems in both stages.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS The results obtained from the analytical model are presented together with the results from a discrete event simulation software written in C++ language and validated to simulate the actual system. The results obtained from the simulation runs are within the confidence interval of 5% with a confidence level of 95% [7] . The simulation runs are stopped at the end of an event, as soon as the desired level of precision is reached for all the computations. The desired level of precision is less than the confidence interval which is the maximum allowable deviation from the quantity to be estimated at a given confidence level. In Figs. 4 and 5 , MQL values and blocking probabilities (P B) are presented for stages one and two as functions of σ 1 for various numbers of servers at first and second stages. The parameters used are K 1 = 100, K 2 = 10, μ 1 = 5, μ 2 = 2, ξ 1 = ξ 2 = 0.001, η 1 = η 2 = 0.5, θ 1 = 0.5, θ 2 = 0.5, and σ 2 = 0.5.
In Figs. 4 and 5 the maximum discrepancies between the simulation and the new approach are less than 4.3%, 4.7%, 4.8% and 3% for MQL 1 , MQL 2 , P B 1 , and P B 2 values respectively. Numerical results are presented for the same parameters unless it is stated otherwise in Table I. Results in  Table I also confirm the accuracy of the new approach, since the discrepancies are less than 5% which is a well accepted confidence interval for the simulation [10] , [11] . The results in Table I 
V. CONCLUSION
The main contribution of the new approach is its ability to consider fault tolerant systems in both stages. The method is particularly useful for modeling interaction between fault tolerant systems such as integration of wireless communication systems, memory servers, and various types of internetworking units. Unlike the previous solution approaches, the method presented in this paper does not have to make an assumption that at least one of the systems in interaction never experiences failures. The discrepancies between the results obtained by the new solution approach and simulation are less than 5%, and the solution approach is efficient in terms of computation time.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first study where two dimensional Markov chains are employed to represent the operative states of two different stages together. One main advantage of using such an approach is the ability to incorporate different repair strategies.
